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Mac’s Ambulance Lift

MACS is Making Ambulance Crews Safer with the Mac’s Ambulance Lift. The lift comes with a 750 lbs. weight capacity and the platform is universal and can accommodate any cot or stretcher you use. The Bumper Stow Technology makes the lift available to the ambulance crew at all times and functions as a bumper and step. Now with handles for easier stow. Don’t Strain Your Back…Go See Mac!

Platform sizes 24” x 64”, 24” x 76” or 30” x 76”
Weight capacity 750 lbs.

A. Bumper Stow feature
Mac’s Ambulance Lifts stow underneath the vehicle and act as a functioning step and bumper for the ambulance.

B. NEW Flip Section feature
Depending on the chassis and ambulance some Mac’s Ambulance Lifts can be equipped with a flip section to increase clearances needed by cots for un/loading without the lift.

C. Side Mount Application
Mac’s Ambulance Lift can be designed to fit in the side door of some ambulances.
Mac’s Bariatric Ambulance Lift

MACS is Making Ambulance Crews Safer with the Mac’s Bariatric Ambulance Lift. The lift comes with a 1,000 or 1,300 lbs. weight capacity and the platform is universal and can accommodate any cot or stretcher you use. The Bumper Stow Technology makes the lift available to the ambulance crew at all times and functions as a bumper and step. Now with handles for easier stow. Don’t Strain Your Back…Go See Mac!

Platform sizes 24” x 64”, 24” x 76” or 30” x 76”
Weight capacity 1,000 lbs. and 1,300 lbs.

A. Bumper Stow feature
Mac’s Ambulance Lifts stow underneath the vehicle and act as a functioning step and bumper for the ambulance.

B. NEW Flip Section feature
Depending on the chassis and ambulance some Mac’s Ambulance Lifts can be equipped with a flip section to increase clearances needed by cots for un/loading without the lift.

C. Side Mount Application
Mac’s Ambulance Lift can be designed to fit in the side door of some ambulances.
Mac’s Coroner Vehicle Lift

Mac’s Coroner Vehicle Lift is new to the market in 2015. The lift comes with a 1,300 lbs. weight capacity and the platform is universal and can accommodate any cot or stretcher you use. The Bumper Stow Technology makes the lift available to the crew at all times and functions as a bumper and step. Now with handles for easier stow. Don't Strain Your Back…Go See Mac!

Platform sizes 24” x 76” or 30” x 76”
Weight capacity 750 lbs., 1,000 lbs. and 1,300 lbs.

A. Bumper Stow feature
Mac’s Coroner Vehicle Lifts stow underneath the vehicle and act as a functioning step and bumper for the vehicle.
Mac’s Prisoner Transport Lift

Mac’s Prisoner Transport Lift is the safest way to load a high risk prisoner in a restraint chair. The lift comes with a 750 lbs. weight capacity and the platform is universal and can accommodate any restraint chair, cot or stretcher you use. The Bumper Stow Technology makes the lift available to the ambulance crew at all times and functions as a bumper and step. Now with handles for easier stow. Don’t Strain Your Back…Go See Mac!

Platform sizes 24” x 54”
Weight capacity 750 lbs.

A. Bumper Stow feature
Mac’s Prisoner Transport Lifts stow underneath the vehicle and act as a functioning step and bumper for the ambulance.

B. NEW Flip Section feature
Depending on the chassis and build some Mac’s Prisoner Transport Lifts can be equipped with a flip section to increase clearances needed by cots for un/loading without the lift.

C. Handrails
Mac’s Lifts can fit many specialty vehicles for a variety of custom jobs

Custom lift applications are just a bit of what we do here at Mac’s Lift Gate. Specialty Vehicles come in many shapes, sizes and needs. Any job that a ramp is considered could also use a lift, making that job faster and safer for everyone involved.

Move me fast and safely with a Mac’s Lift Gate!
Mac’s Rail Lift
For Electric Vehicles & Carts
Mac’s Lift Gate Inc. is ready to build a Rail Lift for your electric cart, truck or burden carrier. Mac’s Lift Gate Inc. is your one stop source for all custom lift gates. We build rugged products designed to exceed commercial standards. The rail lifts have been used by conventions centers, resorts, hospitals, universities and in food service.

Mac’s Rail Lifts are built to fit on Electric Vehicles built by:

2801 South Street, Long Beach, CA 90805    (800) 795-6227    www.macsliftgate.com    sales@macsliftgate.com
Mac's Rail Lift for Taylor-Dunn Mfg Vehicle
Facilities/ground maintenance/warehouse

Mac's Rail Lift for Taylor-Dunn Mfg Vehicle
Oxygen bottles/cylinders

Mac's Rail Lift for Taylor-Dunn Mfg Vehicle
Food services

Mac's Rail Lift for GEM Vehicle
Facilities/ground maintenance/warehouse

Mac's Rail Lift for GEM Vehicle
Oxygen bottles/cylinders

Mac's Rail Lift for GEM Vehicle
Food services

Mac's Pallet Jack-Rail Lift for GEM Electric Vehicle

Mac's Pallet Jack-Rail Lift for GEM Electric Vehicle

Dolly Carrier for GEM Electric Vehicle

Mac's Dump System for GEM Electric Vehicle

Mac's Dump System for GEM Electric Vehicle

Mac's Dump System for GEM Electric Vehicle

2801 South Street, Long Beach, CA 90805   (800) 795-6227   www.macsliftgate.com   sales@macsliftgate.com
Mac's Custom Trailer Hitch & Carts
Facilities/ground maintenance/warehouse

2801 South Street, Long Beach, CA 90805     (800) 795-6227     www.macsliftgate.com     sales@macsliftgate.com
Proud Dealer
Installer
Service Center
Since 1980

Tommy Gate Distributor since 1973, Mac’s Lift Gate Inc. is your one stop for Tommy Gate sales and service of lifts. We stock most parts for Tommy Gates and have the experience to get you up and running the same day.

Tommy Gate
www.tommygate.com
Mobile Diagnostic Systems, Custom Racks & Tiedowns

Mac’s Lift Gate Inc. has been providing lift and tiedown systems for the Mobile Diagnostic Industry for over 20 years. Whether you need a custom lift and rack or a commercial lift we can provide it for you and do the job right. We have solutions for safely moving and securing x-ray machines, copier machines, audio-visual equipment, MOHS machines and many others.

2801 South Street, Long Beach, CA 90805     (800) 795-6227     www.macsliftgate.com     sales@macsliftgate.com
Mac’s Vertical Home Lift PL Series

Made in the USA
10 Year Limited Warranty,
Best in the industry
Outdoor/Indoor use

Mac’s Vertical Home Lifts PL-50, PL-72 and PL-90 are designed and engineered for everyday use. It is easy to operate, easy to install and virtually maintenance free. Every safety detail has been designed into the lifts, including non-slip platform and ramp, constant pressure switches, a low platform for easy roll on/off, safety ramp (barrier) and railing all with rolled edges.

The Mac’s PL-50 is sturdy enough lift 750 lbs. It is all weather and ready for outdoor/indoor use.

A. Mac’s PL-50
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

B. Mac’s PL-72
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 72” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

C. Mac’s PL-90
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 90” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

D. Mac’s PL-50 w/ 90 degree exit platform
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 36” wide x 54” long
Mac’s Vertical Home Lift PL ADA Series

Made in the USA
5 Year Limited Warranty,
*Best in the industry*
Outdoor/Indoor use

A. Mac’s PL-50 ADA
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

B. Mac’s PL-50 ADA w/ Platform gate & interlock
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

C. Mac’s PL-50 ADA w/ Platform gate & interlock

Mac’s Vertical Home Lifts PL-ADA Series are designed and engineered for everyday use. It is easy to operate, easy to install and virtually maintenance free. Every safety detail has been designed into the lifts, including non-slip platform and ramp, constant pressure switches, a low platform for easy roll on/off, safety ramp (barrier) and railing all with rolled edges.
Mac’s Portable Stage Lift
PSL Series

Made in the USA
5 Year Limited Warranty
Outdoor/Indoor use

Mac’s Portable Stage Lifts are designed and engineered for everyday use. It is easy to set up and operate. Every safety detail has been designed into the lifts, including non-slip platform and ramp, constant pressure switches, a low platform for easy roll on/off, safety ramp (barrier) and railing all with rolled edges.

The Mac’s PSL-50 is all weather and ready for outdoor/indoor use.

The Mac’s Portable Tilt System makes it possible for one person to move and set up the lift safely.

A. Mac’s PSL-50 Portable Stage Lift
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max

B. Mac’s PL-50 w/ Portable Tilt
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 50” max
Mac’s Extended Vertical Lift EVL Series

Made in the USA
5 Year Limited Warranty, Best in the industry
Outdoor/Indoor use

A. Mac’s EVL-121
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 121” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

B. Mac’s EVL-149
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 149” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

C. Mac’s EVL-107
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 107” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long

D. Mac’s EVL-134
Weight capacity is 750 lbs. max
Lifting height is 134” max
110V AC Powered
Platform size 32” wide x 48” long